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Radio Quarterly Issues Report  
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April 1, 2018 – June 30, 2018 
 
 
ARTS  
Meet Connecticut’s New State Troubadour, Nekita Waller   
8/16//2018 9:00AM 49 minutes  
Nekita Waller was recently named Connecticut's 17th State Troubadour. This hour, she joins us 
in our studios. We talk about her background as a performer and learn about the influence she 
hopes to have over the state’s arts and culture scene. 
 
POLITICS 
Blumenthal Draws Line in Sand on Kavanaugh’s Supreme Court Nomination  
7/11//2018 9:00AM  49 minutes  
Connecticut U.S. Senators Richard Blumenthal and Chris Murphy wasted no time lambasting 
Brett Kavanaugh, President Trump's immediately controversial U.S. Supreme Court nominee. 
Blumenthal predicted it will be nothing short of a "career-defining" vote for him and his 
colleagues on the Senate Judiciary Committee. It's a battle that could significantly alter 
Supreme Court rulings on gun control, abortion, healthcare reform, and other divisive issues for 
years to come, he said. 
But can he and his fellow Democrats in the U.S. Senate actually derail Kavanaugh's 
confirmation? And can politicians running for election here in Connecticut, either as Republicans 
or Democrats, use this moment to galvanize supporters? 
Our panel tackles those questions this hour, live from our studio at Gateway Community College 
in New Haven. 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
Is Climate Change Causing More Dangerous Hurricanes? 
9/18/2018 9:00AM 49 minutes 
The country watched Hurricane Florence pummel communities across the Carolinas this week, 
leaving flooding, destruction, and death in its path. 
This hour we ask New York Times climate reporter Kendra Pierre-Louis--is climate change 
causing these devastating storms to become more common? 
 
HEALTH  
Healing From Cancer  
8/2/2018 1:00PM 49 minutes  
Fewer Americans diagnosed with cancer this year will die from their disease than at any other 
time in the last two decades. Medical advances in detection and treatment and a population 
more aware of the habits that can lead to cancer are helping more people live with cancer.  
The good news is that more people survive a diagnosis of cancer. The bad news is that 
regardless of the medical advances, the word "cancer" can still trigger mental images that terrify 
us and the medical treatment can leave us ill-prepared to live with  the fear and emotional 
upheaval that take center stage after the cancer is treated.  
Today, Colin talks with friends who have been living with cancer for a very long time.  
 

https://www.nekitawaller.com/
https://ctmirror.org/2018/07/09/blumenthal-murphy-say-scotus-short-list-hostile-gun-control/
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https://www.nytimes.com/by/kendra-pierre-louis
https://www.cancer.org/latest-news/facts-and-figures-2018-rate-of-deaths-from-cancer-continues-decline.html
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BUSINESS  
Defining the American Dream in 2018 
9/20/2018 9:00AM 49 minutes 
It’s been ten years since the Great Recession reared its ugly head, lurching the country into a 
state of economic crisis.  This hour, we look back and ask: What effect did the downturn have 
on the American public? And how did it come to reshape perceptions of the so-called ‘American 
dream’? We check in with a senior researcher at the Pew Research Center. We also sit down 
with experts in the fields of economics and sociology. And we want to hear from you. 
Whether you’re an immigrant or a native-born citizen, what do the words American dream mean 
to you? Is the answer to that question more or less clear now than it was a decade ago?  
 
HISTORY  
Historical Deletion and Censorship 
9/18/2018 1:00PM 49 minutes  
There's a mostly forgotten story by the mostly forgotten sci-fi writer, R.A. Lafferty. It's called, 
"What's The Name of That Town." We meet a team of scientists and an amusing sentiant 
computer examining clues that suggested something existed once upon a time and has now 
been erased. It turns out to be the city of Chicago which has been obliterated in an accident so 
traumatic that the city's existence has been wiped from all records and from peoples actual 
memories. 
It's a brilliant story on a number of levels and one of those levels has to do with the impossibility 
of suppressing historical records. But, that effort goes on all the time. 
Today on the show, we talk about historical deletion, especially the act of erasing one person's 
name and history from the public consciousness.  
 
SCIENCE/TECH  
Exploring Our Biological Inheritance: Carl Zimmer on Heredity 
7/19/2018 9:00AM  49 minutes 
Inside our genomes, we carry information about our recent ancestors as well as ancient human 
history. This hour, we sit down with science writer Carl Zimmer to talk about his new book, She 
Has Her Mother's Laugh: The Powers, Perversions, and Potential of Heredity. We ask him what 
our DNA can—and can’t—tell us about where we’re from and who we are. Have you looked into 
your own ancestry? 
 
EDUCATION 
Fred Rogers: The Simple Lessons of a Complex Man 
8/31/2018 9:00AM 49 minutes  
It’s been fifteen years since the death of Fred Rogers -- a man who, for decades, served as the 
cardigan-donning host and creator of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood. Rogers’ life is now the 
focus of a new Maxwell King biography -- aptly titled The Good Neighbor. This hour, we sit 
down with King for a special preview of the book. We hear details of Rogers’ upbringing in 
western Pennsylvania and talk about his legacy as a trailblazer in early children’s television. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R._A._Lafferty
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RACE  
An Hour With Hartford Police Chief David Rosado 
9/21/2018 9:00AM 49 minutes  
David Rosado is a Hartford native who spent two decades with the Connecticut state police. In 
February he became Hartford’s new Police Chief. This hour, Chief Rosado will join us in studio. 
We ask him about what it’s like to return home as the top cop in the city where he grew up. 
Nationwide, Americans continue to examine their relationship with the police as communities 
respond to an ever-growing list of police shootings of unarmed men and women of color. 
We'll ask the chief: how can Hartford cops build trust with the community in light of a recent 
incident that has thrown that trust into question? 
 
RELIGION  
How Do We End An Epidemic of Clergy Sexual Abuse? 
8/21/2018 9:00AM 49 minutes  
“Uprooting this culture of death.” That is how Pope Francis described the challenge in front of 
the Roman Catholic Church,  in a letter responding to the findings of  Pennsylvania grand jury 
investigation into widespread sexual abuse of children at the hands of priests. 
This hour, we try to make sense of a crisis of epidemic proportions laid bare by the grand jury’s 
report. Over 300 priests abused more than 1,000 children in dioceses across that state, in the 
course of seven decades. And these are just the latest findings in the growing record of sex 
abuse of children by Catholic priests in this country around the world. 
 
 
 
 


